SCFF SERIES PART NUMBERING SCHEME

SCFF

TYPE (FRONT WIRE ENTRY/FRONT ACTUATION)

OPTIONS
COLOR/ PLATING
0=BLACK, TIN (STANDARD)
1=BLACK, SELECTIVE GOLD
G=GREEN, TIN
IG=GREEN, SEL. GOLD

NUMBER OF POSITIONS
2-8

CENTERLINE SPACING
2=.200"

STYLE
I= STANDARD

CONSULT PCD FOR PART NO. AND AVAILABILITY OF FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
*CUSTOM COLORS   *CUSTOM KEYING
*CUSTOM MARKING   *SELECTIVE CONTACT LOADING
*NUMBER OF POSITIONS 9-24

INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS:
WIRE RANGE: AWG #12-28, STRANDED OR SOLID.
WIRE STRIP LENGTH: .250" (6.35mm)

MATERIALS:
HOUSING: PPO, UL 94 V-0
CONTACT: PHOSPHOR BRONZE, TIN FINISH
SPRING CLAMP: STAINLESS STEEL
MAX OPERATING TEMP: 105°C
L = NUM OF POS X CL SPACING
A = NUM OF POS X CL SPACING + 0.060

2X .150

2X .100

0.10

0.022

0.977

0.550

1.44